
Expressions of 
Thanks

From our NNDSB 
Community

YOU ARE OUR 
SUPERHEROES



We are blown 
away by your 
kind words!



So, we started 
a collection 

we could share





A big thank you to Mr. Darren 
Jackson!

Thank you for conducting your class 
with dignity and respect and humour.
Thank you for your patience and 
perseverance.
Thank you for sharing from your life 
and your mentorship.

Have the best summer ever!
From Katie South & Margit South



Thank you WFISS

The teachers and staff at 
WFISS have done a 
tremendous job under 
horrendous circumstances. 
Thank you, for rising to the 
occasion to support our 
children through these 
difficult times!

Cheers!
Paige Wilde



PUSH PLAY FOR A MESSAGE FOR 
MR. BREAR AT ARGYLE PUBLIC 
SCHOOL








Thank you so much for doing this, we have had wonderful staff helping our children in 
whichever way they can. We have two boys in the at home learning program and they 
have been blessed with wonderful teachers to help them through this. We would like 
to thank mme. Cameron for her patience and kindness towards William in the 
beginning of the school year. We would like to thank mme. Groulx for being so patient 
and understanding throughout all our Tech issues. Thank you also for being so kind and 
caring making sure William is doing the best he can and encouraging him throughout 
the year. We would also like to thank Mme Cadorin for her kindness and enthusiasm 
with the class. She is really kind and sweet with William. You would also like to 
thank Mrs Gallagher, although she's just been recently transferred to Williams class she 
has been very kind and patient. We'd also like to thank mr. Hunter who was his teacher 
before Mrs Gallagher, he always encouraged the kids to do the best they can and 
appreciated their work and everyone is different and their artwork is different.

We would also like to thank Mrs. Hinksman she has gone above and beyond to try and 
make a connection with Christian and to help him with his school work and to 
encourage him. She's always trying to make Christian feel good about himself and his 
work even when he doesn't always have the right answer. She has been very patient 
with him and very kind and encouraging. You would like to thank Miss Clayton who's 
always so sweet and very patient with Christian. Trying to encourage him 
and and listening to him. You would also like to thank Mme Harris she is very sweet and 
patient with Christian no always encourages him to participate and have fun in class. 
We would also like to thank Miss Lewis who's always there for us is always trying to 
help us solve our problems. We know we can always count on her with our Tech issues 
are stress issues we know she's always there to support us our patience is very much 
appreciated. You would also like to thank Miss mrs. Wheeldon who's always 
encouraging the boys to do the best they can and let him know that they're not alone. 
A big thank you to all for helping my boys through out strange year!!

A BIG THANK YOU From the Bellsmith Family!!





Our family would like to especially recognize Mrs. Patricia Phillips 
of Mapleridge Public School.
Mrs. Phillips is kind, caring, extremely patient and is always ensuring that each 
student is treated equally and fairly. She also goes out of her way to communicate 
with the parents of the students frequently to get feedback and listen to their voice 
in helping the kids. Mrs. Phillips has also, on her own time, gone to stores out of 
the area to pick up supplies kids needed for projects, as the parents were unable 
to do so. To me that is extremely thoughtful. Mrs Phillips was a teacher to our 
Daughter Sabrinah , who says that was one of her most memorable years.
Our son Travis who is currently in her class says he wishes he would be able to 
have her teach him all the way through in High School.
She has undoubtedly left a huge impression on all of us, as well as others who 
know her.

She deserves to be recognized for her Huge Heart and Caring Manners.

Sincerely,
Debbie Micallef and Family



I have reached out to a bunch of the mothers of kids at our 
small school at Argyle and we would love to say a huge 
big massive thank you to Mr. Brear, who teaches grades 
one to three. He has gone above and beyond to make 
online and homeschool as easy as possible even 
delivering stuff to our homes!

He is an awesome guy who had a real love and interest in 
all his students with great communication to all the 
parents!
We are so blessed to have you as our kids teacher and are 
thankful you chose to teach at Argyle Public School!

Love and thanks from all the parents and kids in your 
class! We think you are Awesome 😎😎

As MC Hammer would say - “can’t touch this!” 😆😆

Judie booth





I would like to take this opportunity to thank the teaching team of the grade six class at E.W. Normal 
Public School: Mr. Michael Campbell ("Mr.C") and Mrs. Karen Rocha (EA). These two individuals 
have made an incredible team and have certainly guided the students through the most unknown 
year.

Even though there was nothing normal about this year, Mr. Campbell and Mrs. Rocha always went 
above and beyond to ensure the children were having the best possible grade six experience. 
Mr. Campbell and Mrs. Rocha work so well together to ensure everything is running smoothly. Mr. 
Campbell makes sure the information is sent out the evening before. so the children are prepared for 
the 8:45 meeting. He takes the time to ensure the lessons are engaging and interesting as to not 
lose the focus of students forced to learn online. Mrs. Rocha is always monitoring for questions, and 
they are both always available for assistance after the lesson is delivered. The two of them always 
remain calm and so extremely patient with everyone. I truly appreciate their patience and dedication 
to their students during these incredibly trying times.

In a typical year for grade six students, I imagine it's difficult with having to change schools, etc and 
Mr. Campbell and Mrs. Rocha have made every effort to ensure our children are leaving E.W. 
Norman for a new school fully prepared for this new chapter in their lives.

A simple thank you will never be enough for the effort, dedication and hard 
work that went into making this year the success that it was. 

Thank you, Mr. Campbell and Mrs. Rocha for an incredible 
final year at E.W. Norman. Best of luck to both of you in the 
future!

With sincere thanks,
Amy Treen (mother) and Teagan Treen (student).



A big thank you for teachers 
out by the drive thru. Drop 
off
Very organized doing a great 
job

Thank you
Dominic Buongiorno
Parent at Sunset Park PS



I just wanted to express my profound gratitude to our team of extreme baggers who bagged 
2400 wellness kits and 279 elementary baskets!!! They look fantastic!

Special thanks to Stacie for her exceptional buying skills and the coordination of mass 
ordering and for her tolerance of the piece meal ordering and to Mel A for helping with 
budgets.

Shout out to Heidi for not only being an extreme bagger but for organizing the orders 
coming in to the Annex (she moves really fast!).

To Josh and the communication team for helping us to spread this good news story it was a 
lovely article and great footage.

A special thanks to Donna Gray and her team in working so hard to get out the print packs 
that went into the bags and baskets.

A thanks to the Student Senate for their contributions to this project and future help with the 
Wellness Pledge.

Due to the school closures we are currently developing an on-line pledge process and a new 
distribution plan. Stay tuned

Thanks again to all
Sue Lessard M.S.W., RSW (she/her)
Mental Health Lead



I am completely filled with gratitude for Kara Macie. We have a grade 
three struggling reader who didn't seem to be processing with his 
reading. Kara guided me, as a mom, to work with our son at home to 
teach him the foundational steps to reading. She took part in after-
hours help, and even logged online for a video conference to assist our 
family.

Our son's reading has improved dramatically over the last 5 months, and 
this wouldn't have happened without the incredible support of Kara. I am 
so very grateful that she went above and beyond to help our son in his 
reading journey.

One happy mom,
Heather Krajci



Heartfelt thank you to Rebecca 
Prentice for going above and 
beyond to educate her class 

while balancing caring for her 
own children.

Paula Tough
!



As a parent of a Grade 2 student & a Grade 5 student at MacTier Public School, I would like to have 
shown our appreciation for the dedication of all of the schools’ teachers & staff in particular:

1. school principal Mrs. Wheaton & school secretary Mrs. Baker who have helped in making sure we 
have the tools & equipment available at home for online & off-line schooling, including healthy 
snacks that they have dropped off themselves at our door (contactless delivery);
2. Mrs. Whittaker for her patient’s & understanding in working with our 7 year-old son, with Literacy 
Intervention (which is no small feet when attempting this in person);
3. Mr. Lapierre for his French lessons & mathematics refresher assistance;
4. and Ms. Jordan (Grade 1/2/3) & Mrs. Payton-Bailey (Grade 3/4/5) & Mrs, Bailey:

Though we as parents struggle with trying to help our children with online/off-line schooling, and 
children struggle to go “to school “ in an at home environment that we are not accustomed to, these 
teachers & educators are trying to teach in an environment they as well are not accustomed to & 
didn’t sign up for. They became teachers to be able to interact with children, in person, and teach!
They didn’t go to University to find the quietest room in their homes & sit at a computer trying to 
teach 3 grades each, 5 days a week, with students signing in & out of class meetings, turning 
cameras off & on, muting the teacher, video delays, internet overloaded systems, while at the same 
time trying to supervise their own children who are also online with their own teachers having the 
same issues .

This has been a difficult school year for everyone & teachers & staff are all 
doing their best to give us their best. THANK YOU!! MERCI!! 

Thank you for understanding that sometimes, we just need a 
break. Thank you for doing your best so that we can continue 

to try & do our best as well. And thank you for hanging in there 
for us. We couldn’t do it without all of you.

Sincerely, Jennie Lashbrook Robert & Lyle



I would like to thank Jamey Byers for being an excellent VP at West Ferris. He is 
always available to listen to staff issues and always greets us with a smile and 
good humor... Even his voice is like that of a stand-up comic so it's easy to listen to 
his constructive criticism. He is great at filtering out all the noise and getting to the 
point. He is much appreciated. He works non-stop and is diligent in helping us out. 
Students also like him a lot and enjoy his presence. They also love his socks!

I would like to thank Susan Beaulieu for being such a dedicated person. She has 
helped so many students deal with mental health issues this year that I can't even 
count. She is very down-to-earth and has a wonderful sense of humor. I love her 
as a co-worker. She is honest, frank and always smiling. She's the real deal. She 
is open to helping not only kids but staff as well. She kept me on the right track this 
year!



THANK YOU Justin Hawn!

I can't even imagine how you are 
able to attend to teachers' tech 
issues so tirelessly. You do so with 
a calm and kind demeanor that 
somehow manages to spill 
through your replies, instructional 
emails, and tutorials.

From
Scott Robertson
Nobel Public School
French Prep Teacher







Thank you to custodians






Grade 4/5/6 class at South Shore Education Centre created a thank you to 
custodians for keeping their classrooms extra clean during COVID-19 





Thank You Schools!
By Faith

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY.

http://educandoenlanaturaleza.blogspot.com/2015/02/dar-las-gracias.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


•Thank you, Principal's, 
you keep our school 
running smoothly. You 
always make sure 
everyone is in their 
spots and you too solve 
problems when things 
are not going smoothly, 
thank you so so SO 
much.

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY-SA.

http://cronkitenewsonline.com/2012/10/new-diploma-program-allowing-some-high-school-students-to-move-on-when-ready/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


•Thank you, 
recess monitors for 
watching the children 
in schools, making 
sure they are social 
distanced and are 
being safe. You make 
sure all the kids are 
safe on the 
playground. You do all 
that and are still open 
to saying "Hello!" and 
being so kind. This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY-SA.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Children_Playing_in_Playground.jpg
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


•Thank you Lunch monitors for making sure kids are healthy, have 
something to eat and making sure they eat their healthy foods first 
before dessert. You are so helpful! You even make sure that other 
kids have safe foods that they are eating that are not deadly to other 
children.

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY-SA.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hononegah_AP_Room.JPG
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


•Thank you french 
teachers! You help 
us learn even in this 
crazy pandemic. 
You try so hard 
either online or in-
person, or even 
both! You always 
are patient with our 
learning, Merci!

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY-SA.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/French_nationalism
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


•Thank you, social 
study teachers! You 
help us learn ask if 
we need help, try 
your best through 
this pandemic. You 
are loving with every 
action and I thank 
you for that! Thank 
you



•Thank your office 
administrators ! You are so 
helpful you keep our 
schools organized, safe 
and healthy. You make 
sure everyone's safe and 
taken care 
of. Special thanks to you 
for making sure we are 
safe and healthy!



• Thank you, teachers! Thank you for risking 
your lives for ours! And some in person and 
some online you all teachers! And a special 
thanks to my teacher Mrs. Elliott, Mme.Steer
and Mrs.Noochtai.

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY.

https://edpolicyinca.org/newsroom/distance-learning-playbook-california-school-districts
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


• THANK YOU! Be 
safe either online or 
in person, if you're 
doing then big 
Thank You to you! 
Everyone is 
included, please 
stay safe and get 
your vaccines soon. 
Please get all your 
needs soon and be 
safe. This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY.

http://blog-india-travel.blogspot.com/2012/02/be-safe-to-visit-in-india-now.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/


Thank you care takers! Thank you for keeping our schools clean, and 
healthy. Now that Covid is here thank you so much for keeping us safe 
from other viruses and sicknesses. You are much appreciated even though 
some of you don't think so, you are.

THANK YOU!

This Photo by Unknown author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC.

http://www.tanveernaseer.com/lesson-on-understanding-employees-value/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
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